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ABSTRACT

The City of Keene, New Hampshire is currently facing a demographic shift. A stagnation in the Millennial (ages 18-35) population, and a recent decline in Keene State College student enrollment, is impacting the local economy. Housing vacancies in the student housing market, coupled with a housing market that does not necessarily meet the needs of young professionals is having a potentially detrimental impact on neighborhoods and overall socioeconomics of Keene. The city’s future depends in part, on the size, composition, and distribution of young professionals and the strength of the student housing market. The purpose of our project is to provide geographic analysis of housing trends and neighborhood revitalization in Keene, with a focus on both off-campus student housing and millennial housing. This project will use geographic analysis to investigate recent changes in housing trends and analyze possible neighborhood revitalization solutions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Society is experiencing a shift from the typical “American Dream” of white-picket fence in suburbia to the new dream of mixed-used communities and urbanization. This shift is being fueled by the Millennials, the generation born between 1982 and 1998, who are helping to reshape the physical makeup of cities and their populations. While cities that have embraced this new generation are capitalizing on the opportunity, other cities are left facing the challenge of aging populations and diminishing resources. Staying ahead of the curve requires meeting the wants and needs of the millennial demographic. Keene, New Hampshire is one such city that can benefit from an influx of Millennials, and the city of focus for this paper.

Keene is the economic and cultural hearth of Cheshire County. Nonetheless, it is facing a number of critical scenarios that are dramatically impacting its neighborhoods throughout the city. This includes stagnant population growth, an aging workforce due to low Millennial migration and an aging housing stock predominantly adjacent to Keene State College and downtown Keene. The complexity of these matters, in the midst of diminishing public resources available, calls upon the community and local government to take a comprehensive approach to neighborhood revitalization and community building. By taking a new approach to the Keene housing market, the city may see the long-term, positive changes needed in order to remain vibrant. This approach should integrate the dynamics between neighborhood housing quality, employment opportunities, local policy and amenities for residents.

Over the past decade, many American cities have been transformed by young professionals of the Millennial generation, with downtowns turning into bustling neighborhoods full of new apartments, shops, and restaurants. Millennials can benefit cities and towns in a myriad of ways, including “economic revitalization, an improved tax base, a pronounced youthification,
and a general increase in vitality” (Myers 2016 p2). There are, however, ample reasons for why Millennials choose to live where they do thanks to the dynamics of their generation. This can make it difficult for any city to figure out just exactly how to attract and retain such a fluid cohort. At 87 million strong the Millennial generation is the largest cohort in the American population, surpassing the Baby Boomers in 2016 (Joint Center for Housing Studies 2017). They are a diverse, expressive and optimistic group who have grown up in a time of rapid change, giving them a set of priorities and exceptions that differs from those of previous generations.

Figure 1.1 examines the four common milestones of adulthood – getting married, having children, working and living independently – the changes are drastic among generations. In 1975 the percentage of 25 to 34 year olds who had accomplished all four milestones was 45 percent. In contrast, only 24 percent of 2016’s young adults have done the same (Census Bureau 2017).

Figure 1.1. Four common milestones of adulthood – Percentages of 25 to 34 year olds in 1975 and 2016. Data Source: Census Bureau 2017.
These changes in lifestyle preferences begin to paint a picture of the Millennial generation and help provide an understanding of the living and housing preferences of Millennials. While Millennials are the largest American generation to date, they are buying houses at lower rates than those in previous generations and are living at home with their parents at a higher rates. Many are also dealing with lower relative incomes and higher relative student loan debt while coming of age and entering the workforce during difficult economic times. Thus many Millennials have become savvy shoppers, wary when it comes to purchasing housing.

Millennials are also often portrayed as aspiring urbanists, and many prefer to live in the type of mixed-use communities found in urban centers. Notably, the cities widely seen as millennial magnets are not the only places they choose to live. Urban areas such as San Bernardino, California, Newport-News, Virginia, and Buffalo, New York all experienced higher growth rates in Millennials since 2000 than the stereotypical millennial cities such as Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angles and New York City (Johnson 2017). This reveals that smaller areas can be just as effective at drawing in young adults as large mainstream metropolitan areas. In fact, while Millennials are more likely to choose urban areas than other age groups, they are increasingly enjoying suburban and exurban communities as well (Cox 2014). Keene therefore has ample potential when it comes to attracting Millennials. The city offers and urban feel with a vibrant downtown, while still having the amenities and comfort suburbia can bring to couples looking to start a family.

However, the inflow of Millennials to New England from years 2011-2015 was not overly exuberant. In fact, New Hampshire was the only New England state to have a net increase in the number of Millennials between years 2011-2015 (Figure 1.2) (Internal Revenue Service 2017). Even so, New Hampshire only gained 876 Millennials over the 5-year span, which translates to a
total increase of 0.1 percent. This amount of growth is rather insignificant, and on top of it Keene saw very little of that growth.

Figure 1.2. New England Millennial inflow and outflow 2011-2015 (Raw number). Data Source: Internal Revenue Service 2017.
Over the same 5-year period, Keene experienced an estimated total net decrease of 73 people (Figure 1.3). This number again is a rather negligible amount, but illustrates the stagnation Keene faced over the past half-decade. If the City of Keene hopes to attract more people, especially those in the Millennial generation, something will have to change in order to accommodate their needs and wants.

![Figure 1.3. Keene population 2011-2015. Data Source: Census Bureau 2017.](image)

Understanding the current condition of the housing market and factors attracting or repelling the Millennial demographic in Keene necessitates original research. This includes meeting with experts related to the subject; researching scholarly literature based on similar studies; studying demographic, economic and housing related data; and collecting data related to opinions, experiences and ideas from both Millennials and college students in Keene. Accordingly, there are a few hypotheses that aid in grasp of the current housing market.
The hypotheses are as follows:

1. Overall Millennial satisfaction with Keene’s housing is inadequate (lacking)
2. The Millennial shift in postponing homeownership causes a difference among Millennial renters’ and homeowners’ overall housing satisfaction
3. Due to less demanding standards and needs, college students believe that the quality off-campus housing and neighborhoods are satisfactory and are generally sufficient

Therefore, the purpose of this report is to critically and geographically analyze housing and demographic trends in the city of Keene, with the goal of providing a framework for attracting and maintaining Millennials through neighborhood revitalization. Addressing the housing occupancy and conditions in both the Keene State College off-campus housing and the city housing market is important for planning for the future of the city. It is also important to assess both markets because college age Millennials and working age Millennials have varying values and priorities when it comes to housing. By defining the differences between declining neighborhoods versus healthy neighborhoods, it is possible to determine the state of Keene’s neighborhoods in hopes to find effective solutions. Additionally, attracting Millennials to any city is a worthy investment. These young professionals bring energy and enthusiasm to the workforce and culture. They generally impose few demands on city services such as health care, they are not afraid to take risks in finding more creative ways of problem solving, and they bring security and longevity for a region’s economy. Cities that successfully attract and maintain young professionals thrive and the value of Millennials to the City of Keene is self-evident.
REVITALIZING NEIGHBORHOODS

Housing is a core component of any community’s fabric. The housing market is a representation of the local economy and health of any community (Boehlke 2004). Not all housing markets in the United States are the same as there is a complex array of factors that play into whether a housing market is thriving or declining. Such factors include the variations of geographic space, economic hubs, and other push-pull factors. However, all markets conform to the same principles of supply and demand. A stagnant housing market is due in part by an absence of young professionals moving to the city. This has left a bleak outlook for the opportunity of economic growth. Many cities have too similar cities too many houses with too few buyers that possess the requisite resources to own and maintain properties at a level that attracts other residents (Boehlke 2004). Important challenges cultivate complex questions. Why do some neighborhoods fail while others succeed? Can a cycle of a declining housing market be reversed? How can this be accomplished? What must government, businesses, civic leaders and residents do to make the transformation happen? Firstly, it is important to determine what constitutes a distressed neighborhood versus a healthy neighborhood. According to Donald Poland (2009), factors that exist in distressed neighborhoods are included in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Characteristics of distressed neighborhoods.
In addition, HUD determines the main signs of a declining neighborhood as:

- An overwhelming presence of an aging housing stock that is in significant physical despair and/or functionally obsolete
- A community that can be experiencing problems with crime and drug abuse
- Presence of housing or retail vacancies
- Inadequate, insufficient or poor quality service delivery

Studies have shown that adding new and modern housing options to weak-market neighborhoods with aging, outdated and deteriorating housing stock only leads to more distress as supply increases and demand stays the same (Poland 2009). Cities can then begin seeing these problems spread as the factors of distress factors persist. Any housing market is essentially a business in the sense that each home is a billboard for the image of the community (Boehlke 2004). Abandoned/or run-down houses, such as the house in Figure 2.2, in any neighborhood drive down property values so much that nearby home owners discouraged to rationalize any home improvements. According the US Census Bureau, an abandoned house drives down the property values of houses within 500 feet by up to eight percent. This results in a feedback loop of disinvestment, which could lead to more abandonment and distress (Fitzpatrick 2012).

Figure 2.2 Off-campus student house on Elliot Street.
Photo Source: Authors
The overarching goal of any neighborhood revitalization effort is to re-establish a viable and sustainable livelihood in a community (HUD). Defining a healthy neighborhood is helpful to set standards for a city such as Keene. Generally, a healthy community is one where people want to live, work and spend time. Residents of a healthy community maintain and invest in their homes and their properties. Businesses are open, attract customers, and earn profits. Open spaces are used by residents and visitors, are well maintained and are perceived to be welcoming and safe places (HUD). The core structure of a healthy community is having a dynamic system of stable residential and commercial development that supports accessible transit, working infrastructure, open space, residential activates, social services and a sense of safety. According to Boehlke (2004), four elements of the stability of a healthy neighborhood are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

**Figure 2.3** Four elements of a healthy neighborhood.

1. **Positive Image**
2. **Good Physical Conditions**
3. **Strong Social**
4. **Viable Real Estate Market**
Addressing revitalization efforts requires a careful look at the big picture and the inner workings of the community at large. Issues regarding the housing market cannot be resolved with a single action. The issues surrounding a weak housing market are diverse and interconnected with all facets of a community. To address such issues, it is important that communities consider the commitment to a multidimensional approach to help bring the community to its feet again.

A policy approach to the revitalization of neighborhoods is an important first step. City Planning and Zoning Departments are in control of the development in a city, which makes them key contributors to the housing market (Pogodzinski 1990). Over several decades, public policies have merely disregarded the principles of supply and demand in the real estate market. Many cities believe building new houses will revive the housing market. In reality, this can only magnifies the distress in the community if not planned correctly (Boehlke 2004).

The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has administered several successful programs that are designed to spur community reinvestment, while contributing to neighborhood revitalization. There are numerous studies that analyze the impact of zoning on the housing and land market and on population density. One approach for revitalization of neighborhoods is to encourage the mixed use of space between businesses, housing and open space. The City of Kingston, New York is an example of a successful revitalization initiative that used mixed-use land use regulations. The city used land use regulations that facilitate growth of niche industries by using form-based code to focus on the relationship between the buildings and outdoor spaces instead of the type of land-use. The city improved the image of the city by directing public investments towards activity centers such as downtown and industry clusters. The overall goal was to create a sense of place by encouraging a mix of uses.
Since the revitalization efforts, Kingston has seen a 30 percent increase in jobs, which are being filled by the next generation of workers: Millennials. Thus, attracting new employers and industries seeking their skills. Similar zoning initiatives are in the processes of being implemented east of downtown Keene, in the neighborhoods adjacent to Marlboro Street. Zoning regulation changes and redevelopments in cities such as Kingston and Keene promote the reuse of underutilized properties by allowing businesses to operate among healthy living areas that are walkable and collaborative. These policy approaches can introduce new funds towards neighborhood revitalization efforts in hopes to re-establish a positive neighborhood image to attract young professionals (Nelson 2015).

Integrating these characteristics into research about zoning regulations offers insight into how the local government is impacting the economy and housing market conditions. A policy approach is especially important because zoning is the most common tool for municipalities to influence the real-estate market for the best interest of the community. However, there is little agreement about the effects of zoning, or even how to correctly measure it. Government interference in the free-market is something often debated. Some believe the market should drive itself, while other believe the government should set regulations to “protect land values” and lead to the maximization of land values (Ohls 1973).

The local government also plays a major role in the economics of housing. Housing is interconnected with the local, state and national economies in ways that make them dependent on one another. The most prevalent form of economic gain towns receive is in the form of property taxes. When more housing units are filled, there is more tax revenue provided for the city (Fitzpatrick 2012). New Hampshire towns and cities, including Keene, are dependent on property
taxes because of the lack of sales taxes. In addition to the number of housing units, property values are equally as important for the town’s budget (New Hampshire 2017).

Without question, thriving communities are characterized as having houses that retain or increase their value. Stagnant or declining home values, often associated with a failing sense of neighborly responsibility, may translate into a community few would choose to call home. Deliberate action must be implemented through tried and tested neighborhood revitalization strategies in cities that are experiencing hardship (Poland 2009).

GENTRIFICATION AND REVITALIZATION

Gentrification is a process in which a neighborhood is improved to the point of a social change in which problems can occur. Harvard defines the term as “demographic and physical changes in neighborhoods that bring in wealthier residents, greater investment, and more development” (Bosquet 2017). Ruth Glass, who coined the term, observed this phenomena in London in 1964 local working-class groups were displaced from their homes (Atkinson 2003). Areas that were once run down, unsafe at times, and inexpensive to live in are revitalized to the point where a completely new demographic settles into this area. The collective of refurbished houses and buildings, addition of “complete” streets (trees, sidewalks, accessible and safe crosswalks, for example), introduction of new industry, and more can raise property values and the economy of a given area. This in turn attracts more residents and can boost local economies by becoming more welcoming to those who wish to spend their money.

The notion of “Live, Work, Play” is one that directly feeds off gentrification. When neighborhoods are revitalized to their fullest extent, people want to live, work, and spend leisure time in the same place. This is, in a sense, the holy trinity that most locales wish to achieve. This is
beneficial for towns and cities because it increases the amount of spending and production within their limits, while people strive for this because it decreases amount of time traveling and being away from who they care about most. Many cities have attempted and succeeded at revitalization, and according to a study conducted by Governing Magazine, the cities with the highest amount of gentrified neighborhoods are Portland, Oregon (53.1 percent), Washington, D.C. (51.9 percent), Minneapolis, Minnesota (50.6 percent), and Seattle, Washington (50 percent) (Maciag 2013). Many critics of gentrification say that the costs outweigh the benefits, but that is far from certain. In a case study on the small city of Dillsboro, North Carolina, similar circumstances as Keene, New Hampshire, are prevalent. With a small, two-block downtown with tourism as its main source of revenue, both are historic and scenic towns. While Dillsboro had different circumstances which led to revitalization, both cities are in similar shape. Dillsboro tackled the economic issue of stagnating population and economic output by partnering with Brandon University to assess how to revitalize the city. By questioning university staff and employees of the city’s major employers, they were able to reach a consensus on how to improve their marketability for employees and new residents of the area. They concluded that the “study grew out of the recognition that a university has a role to perform in the economic, social, and cultural well-being of its surrounding geographic regional area” (Grunwell 2014, 43). This shows that there is a necessary give-and-take relationship that universities and colleges must have with their cities.

The most important part to revitalization is to provide the tight-knit community that residents wish for. In order to harbor the “Live, Work, Play” mentality, there needs to be institutions in place. One tactic is by nurturing cultural development. Cultural development can be supplemented through three strategy types:
Entrepreneurial: through the focus of tourists, affluent residents and suburbanites, economic growth through tourism and city image can bring the community positive press that brings people into the city to increase revenue;

- Creative Class: with the most attention on young professionals and skilled workers, arts and entertainment facilitate improvement of quality of life amenities through collaboration between the arts and private sectors;
- Progressive: looking at underserved neighborhoods to encourage community development and cultural production by creating community centers.

These three strategies can help bring the community closer which in turn revitalizes otherwise depressed neighborhoods. With the implementation of these strategies, officials can “work to create an attractive business environment through a host of incentives such as tax abatements, land contributions and write-downs, and relaxed zoning regulations, placing strong emphasis on creating high-profile facilities and events to catalyze private developments and market their cities as ‘places to play’” (Grodach 2007, 353). When businesses, schools, and the town work in harmony, people will naturally flock and participate in the revitalization process.

Abatements and other programs aimed towards citizens can also help revitalize a city. Most young professionals have a student loans along with an entry level, so by giving them a chance to find affordable housing while receiving loan pardons is one monumental struggle that would be alleviated. The “Live, Work, Play” frame of mind can only be achieved when there is a homeostasis of housing affordability, cultural and community development, and local enterprise working together to create an ideal place to live.
MILLENNIALS AND HOMEOWNERSHIP

In the United States, housing and homeownership has long been romanticized and subsidized with policies that encourage Americans to buy their own homes. However, since the devastating losses of the Great Recession 2008, it has been brutally proven that owning a house is not always better than renting, either for the owner or the neighborhood. Unfortunately, many U.S. housing markets are still slow to recover, and according the U.S. Census Bureau (2017) homeownership rates have now dropped to the lowest rates in nearly 50 years, sitting at around 63 percent. This represents a nine percent decrease since 2004.

A major contributor to the historically low ownership rates, are the 18-34 year olds that make up the Millennial generation and that had constituted the bulk of first-time homebuyers. Until the recession, more than half of all first-time homebuyers were between the ages of 25 and 34, and approximately 40 percent of all homebuyers have been first-time homebuyers. With many young adults avoiding post-recession homeownership, the share of total home sales made to first-time buyers dropped to 33 percent by 2014. In fact, the share of first-time buyers of single-family home sales in 2015 dropped to the lowest level since 1987 (Gittelsohn 2014). While Millennials still appear to value homeownership and desire to own their own homes, a number of lifestyle choices and financial barriers have postponed them from reaching their aspirations (MacArthur Foundation 2015). With the homeownership rates so low, the past decade shaped up to be the landlord's market, with renter households increasing by nine million between 2005 and 2015 - the largest increase in any 10 year period. However, the U.S. rental market is still facing a staggering Millennial rental base, with an estimated two million Millennials that have not even entered the rental market yet (Goodman 2015).
One principal reason for this delay is that it has become the default for many willing Millennials to return home to live with their parents in what would could be considered multigenerational homes. Financially it just makes sense for Millennials to live at home, with the poverty rate among young adults who live with their parents at 9.8 percent, as compared to their counterparts living on their own at 17.4 percent. An all-time high of 35.6 percent of 18-34 years old lived at home in 2015 (American Community Survey), with 83 percent of young adults who returned home during the recession doing so to ease financial hardship. These young adults continue to be burdened with low stagnant incomes and mounting student debt as well. Figure 2.4 shows the median debt at graduation for bachelor’s degree recipients, as well as median wages for graduates aged 22-27. It reveals that overall median wages have increased 1.6 percent over the last 25 years while median student debt has risen 163.8 percent. In other words, the typical college student graduated with debt equal to 28.6 percent of their annual earnings in 1990, and 74.3 percent in 2015.

Figure 2.4 Median student debt versus median wages. Data Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Upjohn Institute for Employment Statistics.
Despite this slow start for Millennials and their muted impact on housing demand, they will soon have a significant presence in housing markets as the simple fact of aging pushes the oldest members of their generation into their mid to late 30s, a point at which most adults live independently. The annual State of the Nation’s Housing published by the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University (JCHS), dives deeper into this notion. At 87 million strong Millennials are the largest and most diverse generation in the history of the United States. Estimates show that by 2025, minorities will make up 36 percent of all U.S. households and 46 percent of all minorities will be aged 25-34. Minorities will account for nearly half of the typical first time home-buyer (Hsu 2014). It is also estimated that by 2035 Millennials will head 49.8 million households, as compared to the 16 million in 2015. Thus, effectively and profoundly reshaping the housing demand in the United States (JCHS 2017). The U.S. rental and housing markets will have to soon accommodate this significant impact and diversity the millennial generation will bring. This includes tackling problems such as high housing costs and the possibility that millions of older households will decide to age in place, which could limit the supply of suburban homes available for sale to millennials; or even possibly for the fact that Millennials may not want to live in suburbia at all.

It is crucial for towns, cities and housing markets across the country to understand the Millennial generation - their needs and wants, social characteristic and lifestyle preferences - as the United States tries to reinvent itself in the vision of what it thinks Millennials want. This is no easy task however, as it is difficult to accurately generalize an entire diverse generation of 87 million people. However, there are some broad assumptions and characteristics that many Millennials do in fact share, as reported in the 2014 Millennials - Breaking the Myth study
conducted by the Nielsen Holdings Company. This study found that 62 percent of Millennials prefer to live in the mixed-use communities, often ones found in urban centers where they can live in close proximity to a mix of commercial activity such as shopping, restaurants and business offices (Nielsen 2014). Millennials currently live in urban areas at higher rates than previous generations, and 40 percent say they would like to live in an urban area in the future (Russonello 2013).

The transition from the classic ‘white picket fence in the suburbs’ American Dream to ‘brownstone stoop in the heart of the city’ is a radical change from the social and lifestyle preferences of older generations, but what is interesting is how they may begin to blend together into some sort of hybrid. Even when Millennials start to age and move out of highly dense urban centers and the older cohorts of the generation begin to start families in single-family homes, Millennials will want to live in places that are a hybrid of both cities and suburbs. These places revolve around a relatively new concept of urban burbs. Urban burbs are becoming more popular in redevelopment as suburban communities make changes to create urban environments with walkable downtown areas and everyday necessities within close reach.

Leigh Gallagher touches on this concept in her 2013 book and Ted Talk The End of the Suburbs: Where the American Dream Is Moving, in which she describes developers’ desire to urbanize the suburbs. Areas such as Kentlands Maryland, which mix traditional and townhouse style living, or Libertyville, Illinois, which recently developed a 26 single-family home community with sidewalks and walkability to the nearby downtown became successful even in the depths of the financial crisis. Examples from across the country that share very similar characteristics to Keene are not uncommon.
This concept of new smart growth and urban living are also connected to the concept of New Urbanism brought up by urban planner Peter Calthrope (1993). New Urbanism applies the successful design principles of urban areas to suburban developments including an emphasis on “diversity in both community design and population, pedestrian and transit-friendly, environmental consciousness, mixed housing types (single-family, townhomes and apartments), historic preservation and public parks for community gathering” (Nielsen 2014).

**COLLEGE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**

Not only are these new concepts being applied in American suburbia, but college campuses as well are great examples of urbanization that planners have been working so hard to emulate. Campuses are models of compact design and mixes of housing types; green space is central to their aesthetic appeal; their residents are economically and ethnically diverse; and they incorporate a variety of uses and offer multiple transportation options (Khalil 2012).

The University of South Carolina is an example of a school that is in the process of instituting a new urban redevelopment plan (named the Innovista Master Plan) for a 500-acre brownfield that aims to integrate downtown Columbia with the university campus by establishing new urban neighborhoods (Sasaki 2017). The project looks to promote pedestrian interaction, reinforce positive urban form, establish active street-facing-facades, provide appropriate signage and lighting, minimize the visual impact of parking and service areas, and use trees, landscaping and other streetscape amenities for street enhancements (Khalil 2012). One of the main goals however, is to retain university graduates and attract new young adults to live and work for the city as well as to foster continued economic development for the downtown. The university and Columbia community hope the mixture of urban density development with retail, residential and
commercial space will create the live, work, play and learning environment young adults actively seek out.

Other examples of colleges engaging with their local housing community include Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut, a city that has struggled with undercrowding and crime problems in the past. In 1996, Trinity announced a $175 million neighborhood revitalization plan of the community surrounding its campus. Working with local education and health organizations, as well as area banks, state and city agencies, the college provided low-interest mortgagees to encourage home ownership and supported the rebuilding of a safe, viable and strong neighborhood (Bowditch 2001).

Another example can be found in Worcester, Massachusetts, where the neighborhood around Clark University was losing population at one point so fast the local Catholic Church reportedly experienced a 50 percent drop in collections. Thus the college forged a partnership with the community and created the Main South Community Development Corporation (MSCDC), a nonprofit that has constructed several housing projects including the renovation of 170 affordable housing units and 14 triple-decker residencies near the college (Figure 2.5). In addition, a homebuyer incentive program that provides housing grants to staff members who buy in the neighborhood was also implemented. Free college tuition programs for residents who have lived in a qualify Main South neighborhoods for five years has also been offered. (Bowditch 2001; Center for Community Progress 2017).

Figure 2.5 MSCDC Revitalization of inner city unit. Photo Source: MSCDC 2017
It is also important to understand the role a college plays in the local housing market. Colleges provide cultural and recreational amenities to the surrounding area, but lifestyle choices of students may create negative externalities that depress property prices causing uncertainties in local markets. For example, the benefits colleges bring to municipalities, such as the campus itself, open green space, water bodies, recreation facilities, arts, and technology all play a positive role in housing prices, as well as having the possibility to attract more commercial development due to a sufficiently large student body market (Lahr 2009). While at the same time they can increase dis-amenities such as litter, traffic, safety concerns, substance abuse and noise as the college-aged population grows in local housing and rental markets. This may also cause these neighborhoods to be less stable as student housing patterns shift yearly.

Despite such concerns, college towns in New Jersey are associated with house prices that are about 10 percent higher than towns that do not have a college (Lahr 2009). However, the interaction of college residents and enrollment has a significant and negative correlation. It was found that smaller colleges have the largest effect on housing prices, and this positive effect on price diminishes when college enrollment reaches about 12,500 students. Thus, Keene State College with a student population of less than 4,000 could be considered a college that has significant effect on local housing.

It is often seen that student migration into surrounding neighborhoods causes family residential homes to be turned into rental properties (Gopal 2008). These converted properties often end up substandard as they were not purposely built for students and therefore lack sufficient requisite facilities for student living (Ghani 2016). Getting houses for rent in the private
market by students may be difficult in most cases as private housing for rent may not be sufficient in supply, students may not know the intricacies of the housing market, and information between landlords and students may lack transparency in terms of property claims and violations (Sadayuki 2015; Ghani 2016).

However, it has also been revealed that university on campus housing is often times more expensive for students than private off campus rental options. At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, on campus housing was up to 130 percent higher than the rent charged for housing managed by private property owners (Sadayuki 2015). The same held true at Purdue University and The Ohio State University, which were about 185 percent and 210 percent more expensive than the cost of off campus housing respectively. These schools share similar policies to KSC in which first year students (and second year students at KSC) are required to live on campus, while upperclassmen may choose to live on or off-campus. Comparatively, about 60 percent of University of Illinois students living on campus move to off-campus the next year, and 81 percent of KSC upperclassmen decide to move off campus too (2017 data). This suggests students prefer lower costs, freedom from stricter rules and regulations of residence halls even if it means sacrificing security, reliable maintenance, location, and the positive influence campus housing has on persistence, degree completion and opportunities to interact with peers.

With a large proportion of KSC students willing to live off campus, landlords have little incentive to keep properties well maintained. This notion coupled with typical student behavior lowers the general housing quality and perception of these neighborhoods. Poor housing and overall property quality can rub off on surrounding properties and have a spiraling negative effect on neighborhoods (Doran 2005). Keene State College and the city of Keene have an opportunity,
especially with recent declines in KSC enrollment, to revitalize these city neighborhoods, increase property quality and perception, and lure younger professional into the area to make use of the amenities Keene has to offer.
GEOGRAPHY

The City of Keene is located at the center of Cheshire County, and occupies the southwest corner of the State of New Hampshire (Figure 3.1). It is part of the northeastern region of the United States, which is well known for experiencing the charm of all four seasons, and a wealth of history and attractions. Keene is situated just northwest of Mount Monadnock, one of the most summited mountains in the world. The city lies on top of an ancient glacial lake bed that is now a low, flat valley within the foothills of the Wapack Mountain Range. The Ashuelot River, one of the tributaries of the Connecticut River, weaves through the heart of Keene and the surrounding hills and mountains. These natural features provide excellent recreational opportunities including hiking, bike riding, mountain climbing, skiing, kayaking and camping. Along with these recreational activities within the beautiful natural scenery outside of the city center, Keene also offers plenty of parks and greenspace for residents and visitors to enjoy.

Figure 3.1. Map of Keene, New Hampshire. Source: Authors
Keene is well known for its legacy of arts and culture. Downtown Keene is a quintessential example of a quaint New England city. From the historical homes from the early 19th century lining the street, to the bustling sidewalks along the busy restaurants and shops and the church steeple overlooking the great Central Square; there is a perfect combination of urban and rural that life leaves something for everyone to enjoy. Keene hosts a plentiful number of cultural events throughout the year, including the famous Pumpkin Festival, which brings people from around New England to celebrate the fall season. There is enough excitement and charm for anyone to be proud to call Keene home.

The location of Keene is within proximity to a number of attractions outside of the city boundaries. State Highways Route 9, Route 12 and Route 101 run right through Keene, making traveling convenient. Keene is situated just under 100 miles from Boston, Massachusetts; about 220 miles from New York City; 100 miles from Hampton Beach/Portsmouth and 150 miles to the White Mountains. Thus, residents in Keene have plenty around to meet the needs of any weekend or business related travels.

Figure 3.2. Main Street in downtown Keene. Photo Source: Authors

Figure 3.3. Horatio Museum in downtown Keene. Photo Source: Authors
Keene is also known for its nightlife, especially for the college students. On Main Street, there are a series of bars, including Cobblestone Ale House, Lab ‘n’ Lager, and Scores. These bars are often crowded with college students and recent graduates. People line the sidewalks on Thursday nights for what is known as “dollars”, which the bars in Keene offer $1-$2 well drinks. Besides bars, Main Street is a major source of revenue for Keene. There are many shops and quaint restaurants that people of all ages enjoy. There are several barbers and hair studios, clothing boutiques, and patio seating in front of the restaurants. The tree-lined street is a bustling part of the city that is beautiful and functional.

West Street is perpendicular to Main Street. This busy street houses two strip malls with tattoo shops and small businesses along its sides. One of the strip malls has a grocery store and retail shopping. The mall directly across from it is mostly retail with an Aldi grocery store. Further down West Street is a bowling alley that has specials for college students. Closer to the college, Winchester Street is another section of restaurants, shopping, and other amenities, such as a movie theatre. Keene is mostly known for its variety of restaurants and bars. It is somewhat lacking other features, such as other sources of nightlife and activities for young families.

**DEMOGRAPHY**

New Hampshire, as a whole, is a state that is currently facing a demographic shift. According to a study conducted by the University of New Hampshire, the rate of population growth is stagnating. The biggest reason for this is that there are fewer people migrating to the state.
(Johnson 2012). This is extremely important because the shift ultimately affects the local economy. Historically, New Hampshire’s population growth was mostly the result from migration, so having this diminish only hurts the state. The study does mention that a large factor to population decline is due to the Great Recession of 2007, but these trends have appeared even before then. The loss of migrants “has an immediate financial impact on the state and implications for its human, intellectual, and social capital” (Johnson 2012). New Hampshire needs to continue to attract people in order to remain productive in the United States.

Keene itself has a total population of 23,406 residents, which has grown by 843 residents from the year 2000, and has seen a slight decrease in the last 5 years. This trend is similar to the surrounding Cheshire County; however, population growth has been increasing more quickly in the state of New Hampshire as a whole than in either Keene or Cheshire County. The median age of Keene is 33.5, which is relatively low when compared to both Cheshire County and the state of NH, which have median ages of 42 and 42.2 respectively. The main reason for such a low median age in Keene is largely due in part to the presence of Keene State College (KSC) that has an undergraduate student population of 4,068 students aged 18-22 traditionally.

These numbers are reflected in Figure 3.5 on the next page, which shows the population distribution in Keene. What is also worthy of recognition, are the latter age cohorts of the Millennial generation: ages 25-29 and 30-34. These groups severely fall off after the college aged population, and also have smaller stacks than those aged between 40-60 years old. This suggests that Keene is not able to fully capitalize on the young workforce brought to the city via the college, and many college graduates leave in search of other places to live and work, either in New Hampshire or elsewhere. In addition, the diminished Millennial prevalence leads to fewer kids and
families in Keene, also in Figure 5. Children under 5 and between ages 6-10 have smaller cohorts than a majority of the age groups 40-60.

Figure 3.5. Population distribution in Keene, New Hampshire.

KEENE STATE COLLEGE

Figure 3.6. Entrance to the college.  
*Photo Source: Authors*

Figure 3.7. Appian Way at the college.  
*Photo Source: Authors*
Keene State College is a fundamental feature of the city of Keene, founded in 1909 originally as a teacher's college along Main Street adjacent to the historical district of Keene. KSC presently is a liberal arts school that offers 40 areas of study and is a member of the University System of New Hampshire. KSC currently has 4,068 full time and part time undergraduate students. This number has been declining steadily over the past six years however, and is currently down almost 900 students (18 percent) from 2011 when the total undergraduate population was about 4,947. This is a new trend for Keene, as for the prior seven years’ total undergraduate enrollment went up 15 percent or 635 students. When compared to other four year public institutions in New Hampshire, Plymouth State shares a similar yet less dramatic seven percent decrease between 2011 and 2016, while the University of New Hampshire (UNH) saw an increase of about two percent (Figure 3.8).

![Graph showing undergraduate enrollment in New Hampshire’s public universities](image)

**Figure 3.8.** Undergraduate enrollment in New Hampshire’s public universities. **Data Source:** NH University Fact Books
UNH and Plymouth State have also outperformed Keene State in the number of applications received from prospective first-year students (4185, 2811, and 529 respectively) and in the number of those students who enroll. This loss of enrollment effects revenue from tuition. In 2013, the Education Policy Institution conducted a study on the relationship between attrition to revenue loss from students leaving a university. When comparing Keene and Plymouth, Keene State loses about 7.5 percent more revenue than Plymouth due to attrition (EPI 2013). The reasoning behind Keene’s loss in student enrollment can factor back to 2014 when riots erupted on the outskirts of the Keene Pumpkin Festival near the school. Moreover, changing standards for incoming students, demographic shifts and stronger efforts by Massachusetts and Connecticut colleges and universities to keep their students in-state effect enrollment. From 2014 to 2015, Keene lost 66 first time students from Massachusetts, 99 from Connecticut, and 147 from New Hampshire (Keene Fact book).

New Hampshire also boasts some staggering facts in regards to college enrollment, tuition and student debt that can have negative effects on Keene State enrollment. Nationally, 18.8 percent of recent high school graduates leave the home to attend college out-of-state. In New Hampshire however, 48 percent of recent high school graduates migrate out of the state to attend college and 60 percent of New Hampshire’s college-going high school graduates leave the state, making New Hampshire the highest exporter of four year college students in the nation. New
Hampshire also has among the highest tuition rates for public two-year and four-year universities in the nation. The state ranked 49th out of 50th states in net tuition as percent of total educational revenue in 2015, and last in higher education support per capita by state in 2014. In addition, the average student debt in 2015 for New Hampshire four-year college graduates was $36,101, making it the highest in the country for that year (New Hampshire Department of Education 2015).

HOUSING AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

There are essentially two overarching types of housing markets in Keene: student housing, and everything else. There are, of course, different tiers of the ‘regular public housing market’, which may include affordable housing options run by landlords, low-income housing run by the Keene Housing Authority, and then regular real-estate housing options for medium and high income families/individuals. Additionally, the geography of these different housing markets are predominantly separate from one another. West Keene, which is mostly composed of suburban neighborhoods, has a housing market predominantly run by homeowners. While East Keene, near the college campus, is characterized by a mix of housing and includes the overwhelming preponderance of student housing landlords, who rent their units to only Keene State College students. These different housing markets are often independent of each other, but may have some overlapping. For instance, college enrollment does effect

Figure 3.10. Keene Student Rentals still looking for tenants. Photo Source: Authors
whether there is an overstock or understock of college housing, but does not directly influence whether a family in West Keene wants to buy a house.

The local economy has lasting effects on any local housing market. Over time, the Keene housing market and economy have molded into what it is today. Keene was previously a major industrial city in New Hampshire, by producing wooden-ware, pails, chairs, sashes, shutters, doors, pottery, glass, soap, woolen textiles, shoes, and other goods. The post-Great Depression era changed the industrial fabric of the city, much like the rest of New England, which in-turn changed the community as a whole. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 represent downtown Keene in the early 1900’s and the 1950’s respectively. As shown in the early photo of Keene, the buildings and streets are primarily built as mill buildings for manufacturing. The post-industrial era photo below shows the beginning of the Keene that is still present today, where retail shops took over the downtown region. Today, Keene still resides as the economic center of Cheshire County. However, Keene’s economy is composed of a variety of industries and occupations that collectively contribute to the local economy. The city has over 12,900 people in the labor force. Currently, educational services, and health care and social assistance leads all industry categories by employing 3,762 people (or 34 percent of all employment). Additional major industries include retail trade with 1,402 employees (12 percent); and arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food services with 1,300 employees (11 percent). As far as occupations in Keene; management, business, science and arts employ 4,530 people (or 39 percent of the population) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).
Figure 3.11. Downtown Keene in the 1900s. Photo Source: Historical Society of Cheshire County

Figure 3.12. Downtown Keene in the 1950s. Photo Source: Historical Society of Cheshire County
Keene is home to many large employers, and even more small family-owned businesses. **Figure 3.13** indicates the top employers in Keene in terms of number of employees (NHES). These businesses fall under many industry types, for instance: top social service based employers like Keene State College, the Keene School District and the Cheshire Medical Center; notable science/medical based businesses include Smith Industrial Medical Systems and some manufacturing based businesses include Markem Imaje and Timken. Several of the top ten employers in Keene are manufacturing based which is a representation of Keene’s former industrial roots.

An integral part of a city being the economic center of the region is that it must include shopping centers to meet the needs of local consumers. Keene has numerous retailers like Walmart, Home Depot, Target and the many grocery store chains including Market Basket, Hannaford’s and Price Chopper that bring in customers from the region. Additionally, small family-owned businesses have establishments all throughout downtown Keene and in the many shopping

**Figure 3.13. Top employers in Keene. Data Source: New Hampshire Employment Security**
centers in Keene; such as Hannah Grimes, the Brewbakers Coffee Shop, and Ted’s Shoe and Sports. These businesses are cornerstones of the local community image and serve as employment sources and draws on customers. The housing market in Keene is dependent on the success of these stores and businesses.

Along with employment, median income is a critical factor of the economy and housing market. The median household income in 2015 for Keene is $52,636, whereas the median income for New Hampshire residents was $66,779. This may have to do with the fact that there are about 4,300 non family households in Keene, making a median income of only $31,495, many of which are likely to be from student occupied housing, or Millennials. This income gap for residents of Keene makes it hard for many to find affordable housing and reliable housing within the town and may force younger workable residents to find housing elsewhere.

The above average tax rates residents pay in comparison to other towns in New Hampshire is another factor that is keeping younger home buyers and renters out of Keene’s market. The New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration annually calculates full tax rates for all 230 New Hampshire municipality. The full tax rate represents the estimated tax rate for a municipality if all taxable property was assessed at 100 percent (per $1,000). According to the 2016 data, Keene currently ranks 226 of 230 with a full tax rate of $35.98. In comparison,

Figure 3.14. Traffic circle on Main Street. Photo Source: Authors
towns bordering Keene such as Westmoreland and Swanzey have rates of $23.87 and $27.50 respectively, and towns with similar populations to Keene such as Portsmouth and Londonderry have rates of $14.15 and $20.46 respectively. Figure 15 represents the tax rates in New Hampshire.

Figure 3.15. Full tax rates in dollars in New Hampshire. Map created by authors. 
Data Source: New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration, 2014
The issue of the impending “Silver Tsunami” of older people paired with concerns of the relative absence of productive young professionals has been discussed extensively within New Hampshire. Steven Norton, executive director of the New Hampshire Center for Public Policy Studies, warns that the Baby Boomer generation will soon outnumber the rest of the population, with estimates that the number of residents over the age of 85 will rise over 35,000 by 2035. He said that, “the state is not looking strategically at this issue. This is not on anyone’s radar” (McGauley 2016, A1). This is significant because the demand for medical care and infrastructure may soon buckle under the aging population’s needs and the thinning of support of working professionals. As the former Medicaid director of New Hampshire, Norton outlined the series of events that will happen if the aging trend continues:

- Home health care will be driven by modifications in Medicare and Medicaid programs. The elderly will demand more resources and stress social security;
- Spending trends will shift because they consume less and spend more on health care;
- Older people will be more vulnerable in rural areas because cities have the more advanced health opportunities.

The biggest problem, Norton adds, is that “Medicaid can take care of those who are poor, and the rich can afford care, but it’s the big middle that face problems” (McGauley 2016, A1). Young professionals throughout the country are struggling to afford their own housing due to student loans and other factors such as medical concerns. Premiums have risen along with rent and student loans, so the deck is tremendously stacked against their favor. Norton is warning New Hampshire that the aging population affects everyone, not just the people that are retiring.
To help combat the problems that the Silver Tsunami generate, New Hampshire governor Chris Sununu created a Millennial Advisory Council through an executive order on September 20, 2017. This council consists of 25 members of Millennials and their purpose is to provide the governor with insight and recommendations regarding the attraction and retention of young professionals (Landen 2017). The intent is to try to set policies to help keep Millennials interested in living in the state. This council is still within its infancy. Several of the young professionals in this committee have expressed their opinions and hopes for this development in an article published in the Keene Sentinel. George Hansel, 31, is a Keene city councilor who is also the national sales manager at Filtrine Manufacturing Co. He believes that “a lot of the cultural issues and the demand for more modern housing will be worked out once young people with high-paying jobs come into the state to contribute to our economy”. Perhaps rezoning downtown areas will encourage an influx in young professionals as it will provide a “more modern residential construction that is close to the downtown area” (Landen 2017). Danya Landis, 28, who is the co-founder of the Keene-based arts, events, and design company Machina Arts, stresses the need to provide welcoming places for young professionals to “have a good time”. She says that “as a rural state, it can be easy for young people to feel isolated in New Hampshire” (Landen 2017). She also mentions that the minimum wage is a deterrent and that big businesses are encouraged to provide livable wages for their employees.
CHAPTER 4

CURRENT STATE OF KEENE’S HOUSING MARKET
The City of Keene encompasses dynamic interactions between the residents, the housing market and businesses. Despite these vibrant interactions, currently a steady shift in each of the above elements clouds the predictability for the future of Keene. However, by analyzing and interpreting relevant data, it is possible to create a better understanding of these complex interactions. It is essential to understand these demographic, housing and economic transformations in order to stay ahead of the curve by planning for the future.

STUDENT AND PRIVATE HOUSING MARKETS

The two major sub-housing markets in Keene include student off-campus housing and privately owned housing units. These two markets are separate, but not mutually exclusive. When one market either declines or thrives, the other market will almost always feel the effects. However, the reasoning for each market’s state of health is bound to different audiences but can overlap. For example, there are many instances where houses flip from being family owned, to being student rented, as shown in Appendix A. This occurrence can create instability in a neighborhood and housing market. In order to understand the overarching housing market of Keene, it is essential to examine each submarket.

First, the Keene State College student off-campus housing market is going through a significant shift in tenants and quantity of housing units with several factors in play. The first shift in off-campus housing came after the decision to require Sophomores to live on campus rather than having the choice to live on or off campus in 2013. With only Seniors and Juniors living off campus, a whole class of students was taken out of the market. Additionally, and perhaps the most notable factor of the distressed off-campus housing market, is the steep decline of student enrollment in the past five years. According to the Keene State College Fact Book the current
student enrollment is 4,068 full-time students, 18 percent less than the 2011 enrollment of 4,947. With fewer overall students attending the college, coupled with a whole class being taken out of the market, there is naturally less students filling the off-campus housing units. This, in turn, is causing higher vacancy rates. The Keene State off-campus housing market has traditionally been composed of single-family houses in the surrounding neighborhoods that are rented out to college students. Over time, new buildings have been added to the housing stock, while other houses have shifted from student housing to family housing (Appendix A). Like most major development projects, there are both positive and negative side effects. A perfect example of this are the new apartment buildings such as the Mills (Figure 4.1), Arcadia (Figure 4.2) and Davis Street Apartments that have all been introduced to the housing market within the past five years. These three apartment units alone added almost 500 new bedrooms to the off-campus student housing market, and are both located in close proximity to campus and other college neighborhoods.

Figure 4.1. The Mills Apartments.  
*Photo Source: Authors*

Figure 4.2. Arcadia Apartments.  
*Photo Source: Authors*

The benefit brought by these contemporary apartment buildings is the new development of housing added to a severely aging housing stock. This provides more options and appeals to the college age group, but Millennials may still be hesitant to life in such proximity to the college
students. However, this does not take away from the fact that the principles of supply and demand have been ignored, resulting in a distressed off-campus housing market. The additional apartments likely contributed to the skyrocketed vacancy rates to 8.5 percent in 2012, a record in Keene since 1990. A greater supply of housing and shrinking number of consumers results in a decline of home values and an increase in number of empty units. This results in a loss of revenue and taxes. According to the New Hampshire Employment Security (2017), 2016 trends show a -6 percent drop in median sales price and a -14 percent drop in median rent per month.

**AGING HOUSING STOCK**

Building structures in Keene are becoming aged. More than 50 percent of houses are half a century or older and more than one third were built pre-1939. *Figure 4.3* shows the tenure by year of each housing structure built in Keene. Shifting demographics indicate that housing built from 1970 on may not meet the needs of Keene’s current and future residents. The older housing stock may be a deterrent for some, as those units may lack modern amenities and luxuries Millennials actively seek out. *Figure 4.4* uses the median year housing structures were built in each census block of Keene. The distribution of houses based on year built is necessary for understanding the geography of distressed neighborhoods.

Much of the housing stock is aging and in many cases, deteriorating, especially when there is little investment in revitalization. As a result, housing quality becomes a relatively significant concern for the city of Keene, especially in East Keene and downtown where the median year households were built is 1939 (*Figure 4.4*). This impacts the housing market because older houses generally require more maintenance costs and they have safety concerns such as led-based paint. Higher income residents that once lived in East Keene, in proximity to downtown, have now shifted
to the newer West Keene neighborhoods. This left behind a housing market in East Keene that, in part, is typified by investor landlords renting to lower income residents and students.

**Figure 4.3** Tenure by year structure built, Keene NH. **Data Source:** Census Bureau 2017

**Figure 4.4** Median year household built per census block group. **Data Source:** Census Bureau 2017
NEW APARTMENT OPTIONS

Another factor with enduring influence on the housing market is the constructing of new multi-unit luxury apartment buildings in Keene. One such apartment complex is being built at the former middle school grounds (Figure 4.5). The structure will be four-stories in height with 65 two-bedroom and 70 one bed-room apartments, and are aimed at the “millennial demographic of 25- to 35-year-olds, earning in the range of $40,000 a year” (Stein 2016). Another structure will be erected at the once-thriving Colony Mills plaza, which is owned by Brady Sullivan Properties. The project will convert the shopping plaza and adjacent accessory building into 90 apartments or condominiums, and currently has no direct demographic target.

These plan brings up many questions. First, Keene’s population growth has stagnated, with only a 1% increase since the year 2000. Much like the student housing market, adding to the supply of housing stock to a population that is not growing could mean more vacant units and loss of revenue. Secondly, there is uncertainty around where the people in these apartments would be working. There are few entry-to-mid level jobs in Keene with adequate wages to attract new millennials to Keene to live in these units. So, the question remains as to who will fill these new apartments without leaving other houses in Keene vacant. History proves that this is troubling for any housing market. Much like the effects the off-campus housing market felt after the
introduction of the new apartment buildings, the new luxury apartment complexes in Keene may cause similar effects on the housing market city-wide. However, these brand new units may be enticing enough for a new wave of Millennials to enter Keene. According to Senior Project Manager Tony Marcotte, there are many attractive and promising features incorporated with the new Washington Park development. Along with housing, plans for both structures call for a restaurant/bar on site. The Washington Park structure also has plans for office space and a large performance space. The hope is to create the ideal live, work, and play environment within the apartment building and to utilize aspects of ride sharing to reduce the dependency on vehicles. These amenities coupled with their close proximity to downtown could prove to be major selling points to potential Millennial buyers for both complexes.

**ECONOMY**

The local economy has direct effects on the housing market and the number of new residents that choose to move to Keene (or move away). One-third of Keene’s population is composed of working individuals, while the rest of the population is either dependent children, disabled individuals, or retired elderly. Shifts in employment affects not only the employees, but their children and any other dependent of them. Current trends show a steady increase in average wages for the Keene private workforce, but a decrease in jobs, especially in goods producing industries (Figure 4.6).

Goods producing type industries have not seen a positive increase any year from 2005 to 2015, but instead roughly a 50 percent decline in ten years. On the other hand, service producing type industries have only seen slight increases in 2005, 2010 and 2011, but have overall seen decline in the decade. Additionally, increasing wages are likely a symptom of the aging workforce
in Keene as workers are gaining seniority status. This is troubling news for the city of Keene. As these jobs leave Keene, more residence are forced to leave as well. The housing market is then faced with a large uphill battle as finding new homeowners and tenants to fill units becomes tougher.

Figure 4.6. Year over year change in covered private employment in Keene, NH. 
Data Source: NHHFA.

RENTAL PRICES

According to an Urban Land Institute survey of 1,270 Millennials in 2014, nearly 50 percent of respondents were renters. Of those 60 percent rented apartments or townhouse style units and 40 percent rented single-family homes. Financial constraints play a major role in many Millennial's lifestyle choices, and a reason why nearly 35 percent home in 2015 (American Community Survey 2015). However, as younger Millennials continue to age, transition to better paying jobs, and gain independence, many will look to move out on their own initially to rentals. Mobility, freedom, maintenance, and lower costs are all enticing reasons for Millennials to want to rent over buy, especially those in the younger portion of the generation.
The New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority (NHHFA) keeps up to date information on all of New Hampshire’s housing and rental trends. Figure 4.7 shows median rent prices over the past ten years for Keene, Cheshire County, and the state of New Hampshire. It also compares national median rent prices for years 2010-2015; the most recent data available.

In 2007 the median rent prices for Keene, Cheshire, and New Hampshire were relatively close at $953, $930, and $946 respectively. However, over the past 10 years the gap has widened. From 2007 to 2017 New Hampshire’s median rent has risen by 21 percent, or $197. In comparison median rent in Keene and Cheshire County have only risen 2 percent and 4 percent respectively. The national median rent price form 2010-2015 rose about 10 percent. These numbers show relatively stable prices in Keene and lower overall price tags then New Hampshire as a whole. This could possibly indicate that the new apartment developments will not have a significant effect on existing rent prices throughout Keene, as the market has proven to be steady.

Figure 4.8 presents the median rental prices for various size rentals units within Keene, Cheshire County, and the State of New Hampshire for the year 2016 (NHHFA 2017). The three are
quite comparable, and nearly identical in price for various unit sizes. However, Keene’s 4 bedroom and plus unit sizes carry median costs of $300 more than either Cheshire County or the State of New Hampshire. Many Millennials may find the $1,000 median rental price for all rental sizes to be on the expensive side.

![Median Rental Prices per unit size 2016. Data Source: NHHFA 2017](image)

Many Millennials look for luxury apartments with amenities such as a central location, close enough to range of shops, restaurants and services providers. They also desire laundry facilities, fitness centers, and security; and, of course, it should be competitively priced in the region of $1,000 or less per month. These demands are often times not available to first time renters/homebuyers, especially in Keene which has a particularly old housing stock. However, the new apartment complexes may change this dependent on the final pricing.

**HOUSING PRICES**

Not surprisingly, those seeking to set up a stable family unit desire a stable place in which to live. While most Millennials will rent their next home, more than 8 in 10 already own, or plan
to own their own home someday (Demand Institute Housing & Community Survey 2013). This makes the Millennial generation still an ‘ownership’ generation, as they value the space, financial investment, independence and security a home gives a family. Assessing the value of Keene’s owner-occupied units is therefore important in understanding how it compares to the surrounding area, state, and nation.

**Figure 4.9** provides the median value of owner-occupied units over a 5 year period (2011-2015) (NHHFA 2017 & Census Bureau 2017). The values of homes in Keene decreased 8 percent from 2010 – 2015, while in comparison both Cheshire County and New Hampshire values dropped 6 percent, and nationally the values dropped 8 percent.

**Figure 4.10** compares the 2015 value of owner-occupied units in New England and nationally (NHHFA 2017 & Census Bureau 2017). Keene’s value at $183,000 puts home ownership
within reach for Millennials, especially when compared to the other states in New England. In New England, only Maine has a lower median price tag than Keene, and nationally Keene is only 2.5 percent above the median.

**TENURE OF HOUSING**

Today, there are almost 9,961 housing units in Keene. Of these units; 4,881 are single-family units, 5,100 are multiple-family units and 450 are mobile homes or other housing units (ACS 2015). It is worth noting that multi-family units include mostly college housing, town houses and apartment buildings. These are primarily found in the densely populated downtown (found in the East Keene region) and are primarily built before 1990. Figure 4.11 illustrates the change of tenure over the past 10 years. The most notable change is the 7 percent drop in renter occupied multi-family units, which could be explained by the drop in attendance rates at Keene State and thus lower renting rates in college housing. However, renter and owner-occupied single-family units have seen an increase in 2 and 3 percent respectively, indicating a subtle change in the market.

Figure 4.11. Tenure of Keene’s housing units. **Data Source:** Census Bureau 2017
Keene also has some reoccurring spatial patterns when looking at serval characteristics of housing and demographics. Figure 4.12 is a bivariate map of Keene’s census block groups by median age and tenure (Census Bureau 2017). The color for the block group represents median age while each pie chart represents the percentage of renters to owners for that block group. Keene’s central business district and the adjacent areas are the youngest block groups in Keene by far, with median ages of 19.8, 20.5, and 24.3 due the presence of college students. These areas as a result have the highest rates of renters too. This spatial patterns shifts however the further expanded out into town. Median ages significantly increase to 52.9, 49.3, and 44.7 in West Keene, and 42, 41.4, and 47.8 in North Keene. The percentage of renters also drops of the further extended outward. This suggests a strong correlation between age and tenure, and it is spatially evident where each demographic predominantly resides.

Furthermore, this spatial trend also contrasts when analyzing housing values throughout the city. Figure 4.13 takes housing valuations from the New Hampshire Department of Revenue and displays them each with a dot; the darker the dot the higher the value of the house (2008). Downtown and East Keene show relatively lower prices than when compared to some areas in West and North Keene, barring neighborhoods surrounding the Keene Middle School. Also noticeable is the wealthy strip of homes lining Court Street, incongruous of homes in adjacent neighborhoods. These values seem to spatially correlate with figure 4.12 and figure 4.4 in terms of median year built, median age, and percent of tenure. That is, areas with lower valuations tend to have an older median year built, younger median age, smaller property size, and higher
percentage of renters and vice versa. This conveys an observable segregation among housing throughout the city.

**Figure 4.12.** Median age and tenure by census block group. *Data Source:* Census Bureau 2017
Figure 4.13. Keene Housing Values 2008. Data Source: NH Department of Revenue.
CHAPTER 5
EXPERT INTERVIEWS
EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Throughout this case study, interviews with experts were key in figuring out the direction in which the city of Keene is going. City councilors, city planners, on-campus employees, and more explained all opinions on housing, zoning, management, demographics, legislation, and cost. Among those interviewed are:

- Frank Richter: Housing Inspector, City of Keene
- Tara Kessler: Planner, City of Keene
- Robin Picard: Coordinator of Student and Community Relations, Keene State College.

The three of these professionals are experts of Keene and the student population. The many insights they provided to the case study served as jumping-off points for further investigation.

ROBIN PICARD

The first interview was with both Ms. Kessler and Ms. Picard. Together, they were able to talk about the issues that Keene State students face, coupled with the city's role regarding undergraduate students. Picard was a landlord on Washington Street before working at Keene State. She notes that landlords and landowners may feel that some students may generate complaints associated with litter and noise. These complaints are perhaps magnified because of the proximity of student housing to Main Street. After her days of working as a landlord, Picard is now working for the college's Residential Life Office. She works closely with landlords, students, and city officials to ensure that off-campus housing is safe and healthy.

Picard notes that there is an issue with housing occupancies within the student rentals and that property owners are considering opening up their traditionally student-only rentals to everyone else. This is an issue more for the landlords because they are not making as much money
from single families than students. For example, Arcadia Apartments is a relatively new building near the college and charges $599 per bedroom including utilities. For a three-bedroom, two-bathroom apartment, the total is almost $1,800. In comparison, someone can rent a four-bedroom single-family home starting at $1,650, not including utilities (according to current listings on realtor.com). Landlords are potentially losing money with the decrease in student population and non-student families are not likely to want to live in student apartments because there is not as much privacy or space. With the perception of living amongst “rowdy” college students, many families will completely dismiss such complexes entirely. Picard boils this problem down to there being two housing markets in Keene: student and everybody else. This becomes more apparent when student apartments such as The Mills and Arcadia Apartments have vacancies.

Unfortunately, there is some question as to the exact number of vacancies in Keene. Picard has talked to landlords in the city but, understandably, many of them do not want to share their vacancy rate due to the fierce competition. The responses she has received have corroborated that there are many vacancies. Interestingly, landlords are also mentioning that student needs are becoming an issue, noting especially the need for companion animals which has created a confusing legal grey zone for those landlords who do not allow pets.

**TARA KESSLER**

As Tara Kessler was listening, she reverberated some of the same sentiments while providing additional information regarding housing vacancies. Ms. Kessler is more focused on residents and young professionals of Keene because she works with the public every day. She notes that the Monadnock region in general has a stable economy, but mentioned a study that shows that the region is about as productive as Coos County. She also raised the issue of the
generally growing aging population and its potential impact on economic growth. Interestingly, Kessler mentioned that both older and younger people have the same needs and preferences, such as proximity to services and stores. In response, the City of Keene is promoting mixed-use zoning to attract more people into the city instead of its outskirts.

One of the key points that Kessler stands on is that there is a discrepancy between housing prices, availability, and affordability (Figure 5.1). She emphasizes that because there is a relatively low vacancy rate, it becomes difficult for young professionals to find quality housing in a mixed-use area that is within their budget. This is in part why the city has moved forward with the Marlborough Street rezoning project, which is transforming the street into mixed-use zoning in downtown Keene to allow for the three points desired by Millennials and young professionals. Additionally, Kessler projects that this zoning change will create jobs by bringing in more business. This, she hopes, will help to grow the local economy.

Kessler also proposed another idea that could help refresh Keene’s economy and retain more young professionals. She believes that incentivizing housing in the SEED District, an area of downtown Keene dedicated to use of sustainable energy and resources, would be key in young professional retention. This could be supported through loans and credits for reverting housing from apartments back to single-family homes. Many young professionals want to have more

Figure 5.1 Housing availability, affordability, and price are the key factors in Millennial home searches.
privacy and space in comparison to college students, so it is key to have more single-family houses available for rent. Another thought would be to encourage businesses to provide company housing. This would be helpful for workers who could not otherwise afford housing.

FRANK RICHTER

A third interview was conducted with Frank Richter, who performs inspections on properties throughout Keene. He has also been a landlord for twenty years in Keene and Spofford, and is very knowledgeable about housing. He first managed low-income housing, but now works with Millennials and young professionals. He has never had a difficult time filling his units and it is largely due to referrals. His job with Code Enforcement is to inspect over 600 apartments. With his experience between the two positions, he finds that the issue is not with housing vacancies, but with finding quality tenants. Being too close to campus can also potentially drive young professionals away.

Like Ms. Kessler, Mr. Richter suggests that one way to retain young professionals in Keene is by creating incentives for young professionals, and stresses that loan forgiveness is a huge proponent for professionals who recently graduated college. Many experts agree that student loans are the biggest barrier to home ownership and making other large financial decisions. Richter specifically mentioned introducing tax abatements from the city, which would be used to make housing more affordable.

Tara Kessler, Robin Picard, and Frank Richter are three experts that help explain the housing market in Keene. There are essentially two markets, one for students and one for everyone else, and this creates a dichotomy in the community. Permanent residents of Keene have voiced concerns regarding college housing and its impact on an otherwise beautiful and vibrant
city. These three experts mentioned several ways to alleviate the housing situation. These include tax abatements and grants. Without question, the college and community are working together in order to improve the housing situation in Keene, and to make the city a better place in which to live.

**FOCUS GROUP**

In addition to the interviews, conducting a focus group of young professionals was crucial in providing firsthand knowledge for this case study. Knowing what young professionals and Millennials think about Keene and living in New Hampshire is the foundation of this study. The panel consisted of nine participants from various institutions and professions. All are either professionals of Keene and/or live in Keene. All have shown interest in this case study and were eager to contribute to the conversation. Nikki Sauber, a graduate of Antioch University, provided a list of people in the Young Professionals Network – an organization of which she serves as President – with the opportunity to join the discussion. The YPN is where most of the participants were derived.

The format of the focus group was meant to be informal so the participants felt comfortable sharing their experiences, concerns, and ideas. The meeting was purposely in a central location at Keene’s Chamber of Commerce, which is located on Central Square. The top floor serves as a conference and meeting room, so a large table with

---

*Figure 5.2 Focus group setup at Keene Chamber of Commerce.*
chairs accommodated everyone nicely. Sauber was kind enough to provide the arrangements. The style of the focus group was meant to be conversational and not tied to an overly specific set of questions.

**HOUSING**

At the outset, the researchers asked if everyone was satisfied with their living situation. The participants had varying responses, ranging from happiness to frustration. The group agreed that Keene is an expensive place in which to live. Rents are considered to be abnormally high, and one respondent needs roommates in order to afford to live in Keene. She also mentioned that she loves living in Keene, but is having increasing difficulty finding a nicer quality house for an affordable price. She stated that she has been searching for a house for five years with no luck. Others mentioned that the taxes are what drives the price too high and makes housing unnaturally high for a low-quality house. One participant rents out a duplex and finds that his rate of return to be fairly profitable.

![Figure 5.3](image)

*Figure 5.3* Focus group during discussion. **Left-Clockwise:** Nikki Sauber, Andrew Madison, Drew Bryenton, Kasha Bell, Jahdiel Torres-Cabá, Meghan Spaulding; **Right-Clockwise:** Mari Brunner, Kevin Salina, Mark Landolina, Mike Giacomo, George Hansel. **Photo Source:** Authors.

In terms of cost and quality of housing, the potential of revitalization was then broached. One participant noted that there is such a high turnover with apartments that landlords seem
not to want to spend the money to spruce up their properties. With such a high turnaround, many people may abuse the property. Another young professional explained that most houses in Keene were built at the turn of the century, and are several decades – if not centuries – old. The process of converting single-family houses into multi-family accommodations furthers the lack of quality with shoddy materials and undesirable features, such as small cabinets that have not been updated in decades.

In an attempt to suggest alternate housing, the authors brought up the idea of traditionally student-only housing, such as The Mills and Arcadia apartments, being open up to the general public. The entire focus group unanimously agreed within a heartbeat that college students negatively impact their housing decisions. Absolutely zero Millennials are willing to live with students. Returning back to housing costs, it was suggested that houses may be more affordable than apartments and that owning a home is less expensive in Keene compared to other places in New Hampshire. For young professionals, this is partly a concern because many prefer to live in an apartment because of the simplicity. One participant prefers not to own a house because she wants the ability to move when needed and not to worry about maintenance costs, even if it was an ultimately cheaper way to live. Another responded by saying that it is the student rental demographic that is driving the rent prices because Keene State College “has given landlords opportunity to constantly have rentals filled... for everyone else” and house prices remain unaffected.

One Millennial, a registered nurse in the region, explained that she bought a “flipped” or renovated house as a private sale. She has been happy with her house and has had no issues with it so far. This elicited a response that “not all houses are poor quality, some are just good deals,”
in that bargains can be found in Keene that do not necessarily need to be renovated to become livable. A participant then advocated for revitalization, saying that it allows the owners to make their house the way they want it to be. Another cautioned that buying a house is complicated and qualifying for a mortgage is the hardest part of the process. Revitalization, he agreed, is the best way to add equity into the house and is worth the investment of time and money.

**EMPLOYMENT**

After discussing the issues and concerns of housing in Keene, the next order of business was to discuss employment options and opportunities in the city, as many Millennials and young professionals move for their jobs. The authors were interested in understanding the number and quality of jobs offered in the area. A participant immediately noted a problem that Keene is currently facing. She fears that there is a lack of suitable jobs that pay enough, and that there are many “hiring” signs, but those positions do not provide livable wages. She also voiced her concerns with the lack of full-time positions with benefits. This could lead to an exodus of Millennials since they cannot afford to live in the area and have no savings upon graduating from college.

She further noted that there are “many educated people with Antioch [University] and KSC [Keene State College],” but they produce people who are forced to leave in pursuit of jobs within their field of expertise. She blames the “oversaturation of highly educated people, but there are many unskilled jobs available”. Another participant noted that there are plenty of manufacturing jobs in Keene that are not advertised enough. She also mentioned the blue collar culture, thinking that many people
believe that those jobs are “beneath them” even though they are great jobs. A Millennial who works at Markem has been in the market for hiring manufacturing workers, though finding qualified candidates is not easy. Another participant agreed, saying that there needs to be “programs to teach how manufacturing jobs can lead to growth,” in that workers will not get “stuck” in a position, but will have a long and successful career.

To further the conversation, the next question was to see if there is a specific industry that is lacking in Keene and if there is anything that should be capitalized on. Green energy was identified as an industry that needs to be augmented, offering jobs in energy security and targeting the cost of energy. This could be accomplished with the manufacturing backbone of Keene, contributing to BPI weatherization and recruiting developers to install new technology. Another industry that is lacking in the Monadnock region is tourism. It was mentioned that the region’s assets need to be highlighted with investments in ecotourism and utilization of technology to attract more visitors to Keene. The volume of undergraduate, graduate, and Ph.D. graduates in fields related to the environment was then identified as something that Keene should incentivize so as to retain those students from Antioch University and Keene State College. Likewise, it was posited there are plenty of jobs in education, so Keene is a perfect area for those who wish to work in the education field.

RECREATION

Lastly, the authors wanted to know how recreation and leisure activities impact the livability of Keene. Most of the participants in the focus group believed that Keene actually has as much or more to do than other places in New Hampshire, and that there is not much that needs to change about the culture of the city. One participant observed that “people underestimate just
how much is in Keene” and that there may be a marketing issue, but “there is probably something for everyone, they just need to find it.” Another Millennial noted that she is always finding new things to do in Keene, which is why she loves living in the city so much. She agrees that there is a marketing issue, which is why some may claim that there is not enough to do in Keene. Another participant suggested that the Thorne Art Gallery on the Keene State College campus is a “cultural opportunity that isn’t usually in this area.” After one of the participants had graduated from Antioch, he found reasons to stay. He thinks that accessibility is fine in Keene and that there is enough connectivity to other cities, such as Concord and Boston.

A participant did mention that the one thing that Keene is missing is live music. Another noted that two venues for live music closed in the city and other restaurants used to have live music, but for the most part it has dried up. Still another contributor observed that there is not much of a “late night town” in that not many venues want to open business since not many people are out and about later at night. Even with these few suggestions, Millennials and young professionals are mostly happy with recreational opportunities in the City of Keene.

Overall, the focus group was successful in providing an understanding of the attitudes and climate of Millennials and young professionals in Keene. The purpose was to see what Keene could potentially do to increase the suitability for this demographic to live, work, and play. Out of the
three, recreational activities should be the least of the city’s concerns. Housing is tricky, and people are struggling to find quality housing at an affordable price. Revitalization is not necessarily an issue, and this group seemed to be accepting of home renovation. However, it is the renters that seem to be having the most issues with housing. Young professionals are having trouble affording housing for themselves. For some, the only way to live in Keene is by having roommates, which is not necessarily what people want. The overarching problem in Keene is job selection. There is a flood of very educated graduates from Antioch and Keene State, snatching what little opportunities are available. According to this focus group, Keene needs to incentivize new markets to attract different sectors and skillsets.
CHAPTER 6

ORIGINAL RESEARCH:
MILLENNIAL SURVEY
MILLENNIALS SURVEY METHODOLOGY

In order to create a comprehensive evaluation of how Keene can attract and retain the Millennial population, we conducted a survey to gain an understanding of the opinions and experiences of Millennials in Keene. The survey’s focus is related to the quality of life in Keene with a specific emphasis on housing. The main goal of the survey is to gain enough insight needed to determine how Keene can attract and maintain the young adult population. Based on research and similar studies about the high standards of housing qualities and the Millennial shift in postponing homeownership, we can expect to find the following results:

- Overall Millennial satisfaction with Keene’s housing is inadequate.
- Millennials who rent are more satisfied than Millennials who own.

The survey questions, created to help answer if these statements in fact true, shown in the Appendix B. We worked in collaboration with the Keene Young Professionals Network and used feedback from the Millennials focus group to tailor the questions to gain the most from the survey (Figure 6.1). The survey 28 questions composed of closed response questions such as yes or no; list rankings (1-5), and Likert scale ratings; some open ended questions for brief explanations, and a question with a map for the respondent to indicate their ideal living location in Keene. The survey is split into two parts. The first half is focused on information relevant for understanding the background of the survey taker. This helps categorize individuals in certain...
demographics and to enable statistical testing and analysis that helps find patterns in the data. The variables covered in the background section include; age, gender, family status (single/married, children/no children), education level, household income, town of residence, and the type of housing in which the survey taker resides.

The second half of the survey investigates the respondents’ opinions related to housing in Keene as the main focus, with other qualities of living in Keene acting as a supporting role. The housing factors brought up in the survey include the respondents:

- Current ideal housing type
- Ideal housing type in 10 years
- Willingness to live in a mixed neighborhood of college student
- Location in Keene in which the respondent would ideally live
- Overall satisfaction with qualities of housing in Keene, including:
  - Housing quality, affordability, location, selection, property taxes.
- Other factors that are important to the overall quality of living in Keene that were addressed in the survey include satisfaction levels of:
  - The sense of community, the local government, walkability, safety, types of jobs availability/selection, salary/benefits, entertainment, social life, recreational activities, sustainability, and the local education system.

The survey was created using Qualtrics software and sent to local Millennials through the Keene Young Professionals Network email chain and private Facebook page, as well as in emails to various other Millennials in Keene. Qualtrics then provides a detailed report of the completed surveys, which can then be exported to statistical programs such as Microsoft Excel and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) as raw data.

The data are then analyzed in order to test the two hypotheses related to the Millennial population as well as gain a full grasp of the current and future trends. These trends include
comparisons between owners versus renters, younger versus older Millennials, and income levels to understand the relationship between the numerous factors weighing in on patterns in opinions and experiences based on demographics. One method of analysis used was SPSS, which tests if there is a statistically significant difference between variables (such as owners versus renters). The program offers an array of statistical tests that the user can choose from based on the data. For example, a two-sample difference of means test determines if there a statistically significant difference between the average results of the two separate samples. If the test results in a significance level of less than .05, then the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning there is a statistically significant difference between the two averages. This form of analysis is important for making concrete conclusions of patterns in the data. Another method of analysis used was inputted data into excel to address patterns in the data and graph results. By using these two forms of data analysis, a complete mosaic of the current state of local millennials’ opinions and experiences is will be created.

SURVEY RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Upon receiving an adequate number of surveys to represent a fair sample size of the millennial population in Keene, the results of the survey were then quantified and compiled into a single dataset. Of the 58 surveys that were completed, 51 are considered Millennials between the ages of 21 and 36, while 7 are at or older than 37 years old. For the purpose of this survey, we are only concerned with the Millennial population and thus did not include the seven surveys over the age of 36 in statistical analysis, but rather gained other valuable information from their input.
The demographic makeup of survey respondents had relatively even distributions of each group. In other words, there were a balanced number of males versus females, distribution of age and renters versus owners (Figure 6.2). This is important for creating a full analysis of the Millennial population in Keene without over representing one group while misrepresenting another.

![Figure 6.2: Keene Millennial Survey demographic percentages including gender, age and current housing type.](image)

**EXAMINATION OF SURVEY RESULTS**

Gaining insight on satisfaction of various qualities of Keene is vital for attracting and retaining Millennials now and in the future. To test our hypothesis, ‘Overall millennial satisfaction with Keene’s housing is inadequate’ a Likert scale question was implemented. Participants ranked various qualities of Keene based on their satisfaction level of each, including: the quality of housing, housing affordability, modern housing, types of housing section, location of housing,
types of job availability, salary/benefits of local jobs, local
government, sense of community, safety, property taxes,
walkability and K-12 Education (Figure 6.3). Each category
was rated out of five stars, with 0 stars being very unsatisfied
and 5 being very satisfied. Any category that was ranked
above 3 stars is considered satisfactory, while anything
ranked below 3 stars is considered unsatisfactory. The final
averages show that most qualities of Keene that are integral
to the public community fabric; such as walkability, the sense
of community, safety, K-12 Education, sustainability and
local government were rated as satisfactory. In contrast,
factors related to private/individual qualities such as jobs
and housing in Keene had poor ratings. Thus, the null
hypothesis is supported because it is perceived that young
adults are not satisfied with the housing in Keene.

Housing and jobs are vital components of attracting and
maintaining Millennials in any city. Addressing the
unsatisfactory opinions of the housing and job market
requires a complex view of all components leading to such
perceptions. For the purpose of this research; housing is the
focus because a city where Millennials want to live, work
and play, starts with having enough adequate housing to

Figure 6.3. Millennial’s Satisfaction
levels for various qualities of Keene.
meet the demands of young professionals. It is imperative to interpret the satisfactory ratings of different groups of millennials based on owners versus renters, income levels and younger millennials versus older millennials. This will provide insight into whether some groups are more satisfied than others, which will determine if the possible solutions should be tailored towards certain demographics.

“My husband and I are looking into buying a home and have found a lack of affordable housing on the market. To rent a larger place would be out of the question financially as rental prices are high as well. We're looking at an 1100-1200 per month housing budget and not finding much that is suitable for us as young professionals.”

-Anonymous Respondent

To test for a statistical significance between the perceptions of those who own their housing versus those who rent, an Independent Samples T-Test in SPSS is employed. The results, shown in Table 6.1, indicate that there was only a statistical significance between total averages of owners versus renter opinions of walkability and K-12 education, with a significance level of .003 (walkability) and .049 (K-12 Education). Renters rated walkability as an average 4.18 where owners
rated walkability as a 3.33. Renters higher views of walkability is likely because renters are highly concentrated in the downtown region where there is an abundance of sidewalks and density, versus owners who live in the more rural parts of Keene that have a lower density. (Figure 4.12).

In addition, renters maintain lower views of the K-12 education in Keene (3.167) than owners (3.77) likely because those that invest money to own a house and expect to raise a family in Keene likely would not do so if they thought poorly of the schooling in Keene. Thus, those who own a house and have children in Keene rated the K-12 education with an average of 3.9 stars out of 5.

Another variable important to understand is the relative age of the Millennials, and how that relates to satisfaction levels. The reasoning for this is that younger Millennials are more inclined
to be paying off student loans and have entry level positions or still in school as compared to their older counterparts, which may influence satisfaction levels in Keene. In order to test this, we ran an Independent Samples T-Test in SPSS comparing satisfaction levels of respondents 30 years old or younger to those than 30 years old. The results show that there is no significance between the two age groups and their satisfaction for any category. Shown below in Table 6.2 is the test run for the total housing satisfaction and the total satisfaction.

Table 6.2. Independent Samples T-Test of Millennial satisfaction levels of various qualities of Keene older (31-36) versus younger (30 and under).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 and Under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 and Under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, household income is an important contributor to how satisfied a person is with a city. This is because some cities have stronger programs and affordability for lower income households than others. Many cities have strong affordable housing projects for low-income families, but
when it comes to the private market houses are too expensive for Millennials to afford. Thus, by addressing the satisfaction levels of young adults from various income levels, we can begin to understand if Keene is affordable enough to attract a larger population of Millennials. We ran an Independent Samples T-Test between those with a household income of less than $59,999 and those with a household income of greater than $60,000. Table 6.3 below shows the variables that produces a statistically significant difference in means between the two income level groups. Based on the results, income plays a significant role on Millennial satisfaction of Keene’s housing location, property taxes, and housing satisfaction. Interestingly, those who have below a $60,000 household income had higher satisfaction levels than Millennials that have higher income. There is no reasonable explanation of this other than the fact individuals with lower income are likely either renting or own smaller properties, thus paying less in taxes than people with higher income levels and larger properties. In addition, the location of housing and walkability satisfaction among lower income individuals are likely due to less expensive housing and more rentals adjacent to downtown, compared to more expensive housing in the suburbs in West Keene.
Testing our second hypothesis ‘Millennials who rent are more satisfied than Millennials who own’ requires a comprehensive look at both the Likert scale ranking question as well as the questions regarding the respondents ideal housing. Based on the Likert scale question, every quality of Keene related to housing including the total average of all housing qualities and total average of all qualities, shows no statistical significant difference between owners versus renters. This question
represents the respondent’s perceptions of the city. However, based on binomial tests in SPSS, Millennials significantly prefer owning a home or condominium both now and in the future, as opposed to renting (Table 6.4). As shown in Figure 6.4, 74 percent of people who own their own households are living in their ideal living situation. On the other hand, only 33 percent people who rent a house are living in their ideal housing situation, and only 25 percent of people that rent an apartment are living in their ideal housing situation. This shows that Millennials who own homes are far more satisfied with their housing than those who rent.

Table 6.4. Millennial ideal living situations currently (top) and future (bottom). Group 1 represents people who chose owning as their ideal, and Group 2 represents people who chose renting as their ideal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Observed Prop.</th>
<th>Test Prop.</th>
<th>Exact Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current ideal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binomial Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Observed Prop.</th>
<th>Test Prop.</th>
<th>Exact Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Future ideal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Millennials in Keene prefer owning a home over renting. This is contrary to some scholarly research, which indicates that Millennials are more attracted to renting a property for reasons that include the fact that rentals require less maintenance, less financial burdens, and more flexibility (MacArthur Foundation 2015). As Millennials age, however, they become more inclined to own a home. When asked what their ideal living situation would be in 10 years, 94 percent of millennials (all but three people) said they want to own a home or condominium (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.4. Answers to the question ‘are you currently living in your ideal housing situation’. Shows the answers of individuals who currently own a house/condominium (left), individuals who currently rent a house/condominium (middle), and individuals who currently rent an apartment (right).

Figure 6.5. Millennials ideal housing situation currently and in 10 years.
DISCUSSION

Based on the results, we can make the claim that Millennials in Keene are generally dissatisfied with the housing market. We can also make the claim that Millennials, whether they rent or own, or are of different ages, have the same overall perspectives on the Keene housing market. Keene Millennials are also much more attracted to owning single-family homes rather than renting an apartment or home. Keene must address these issues if the city wants to draw more of the young professionals into the municipality and making them want to stay. Figure 6.6 displays the results to the question that asked respondents if they plan on moving out of their current residence within the next five years. As shown, 48 percent of respondents said they are definitely moving out in the next five years, and another 22 said they probably will be moving out in that time. With 70 percent of respondents planning to move, it is imperative that the city acts as soon as possible to ensure the city meets their needs and demands, or else they may move out of Keene entirely. Making Keene a city in which more young professionals want to live, work and play requires examination of what millennials look for in a city, as well as common needs that they require for comfortable living.

**Figure 6.6.** Millennials answers to the question ‘Do you plan on moving of your current residence in the next 5 years’.
These qualities must then be implemented into the community. The first step is to identify these qualities, followed by an analysis of what the city can do in response.

**Figure 6.7** shows the qualities of a community that are the most important to Millennials as compared to the qualities that need the most improvement in Keene. Each respondent was asked to select the top three qualities out of the list. It is apparent the Keene property taxes are unsatisfactory for millennials because it is seen as the quality that need most improvements. Property taxes are a large repellent for millennials because it is clear they want to own a house, but when property taxes are so high they are often forced to rent instead. Job availability and selection is the quality that was ranked highest for both importance and needing the most improvements. The next highest ranked quality was housing affordability. Millennials are subject to many financial barriers due lack of extensive financial stability. Student loans are the largest financial burden for 30 percent of the respondents, with credit acting as the second largest at 22 percent (**Figure 6.8**). When individuals are looking to own a house, student loans and credit burdens deter people from qualifying for a mortgage or be able to afford the extra bills. This is especially unattractive when the quality of houses does not meet its price, which is the case in much of Keene based on the focus group discussion. One respondent left an additional comment, explaining ‘I tried so hard to find decent housing in Keene when we first moved here but I was priced out of the market from landlords trying to keep students out (and therefore also anyone else under 50 because it was so expensive).’ This person ended up being able to rent a three-bedroom house in Dublin for less than a poor quality two-bedroom apartment in Keene.
Figure 6.7. The qualities Millennials find most important compared to the qualities that they think needs most improvement in Keene.

Figure 6.8. The top rated financial barriers of Millennials.
If neighborhood revitalization was to be a strategy for attraction and retention of Millennials in Keene, it is important to know which neighborhoods upon which to focus. In similar studies, Millennials have been attracted to more lively urbanized settings, but without losing the comforts of suburban life. To understand where Millennials in Keene would ideally live, we included a map for respondents to mark. Based on the results, the majority of respondents were more attracted to downtown near Central Square (Figure 6.9). Thus, if Keene were to focus on housing, the neighborhoods adjacent to downtown would likely show the highest demand by young professionals.

Figure 6.9. Millennial ideal living locations in (or near) Keene.
The survey results are extremely useful for understanding how Keene can bring more millennials into the city, while keeping the population for years to come. Millennials choose to live in a city for several reasons. Figure 6.10 shows the many responses to the question ‘briefly explain the reasons you live in Keene’. The survey asked each respondent to identify what brought him or her to Keene. The reasons that were frequently brought up was their job, family, the many activities in the area, the New England feel and the vibrant community and downtown. Keene is a place that many people are proud to call home. It is a city that has many desirable qualities. The first step in drawing a larger population is by enhancing and marketing the qualities that make Keene great; including the sense of community, outdoor recreational activities, vibrant downtown and rich history. The next step is to understand and meet the needs of Millennials. This new population can bring economic and social growth in Keene for future generations. Young professionals are not satisfied with the economic and housing qualities of Keene. The focus of the city should be to revitalize neighborhoods with single-family homes, and provide programs to make these neighborhoods affordable and attractive to Millennials. This can provide a positive feedback loop of economic growth as more are attracted to live, work and play in Keene.
Figure 6.10. Reasons young professionals choose to live in Keene.